CHAPTER  V.
The situation in the Near and Middle East at the capture of ICut—
The strategical situation in Mesopotamia—General Nixon's proposal
to advance to Baghdad, and the discussion which preceded the decision
of the Cabinet on this point—The responsibility for the decision—The
strategical situation in Mesopotamia immediately before the advance—
The battle of Ctasiphon and the retirement to Kut—The decision to
stand at Kut, and its strategical result—The strategical role of
General Townshend at Kut.
The capture of Kut and General Townshend's rapid pur-
suit to Aziziyeh formed the preliminaries to a crisis in the
political and strategical conception of the campaign—a crisis
which was to bring about results that affected not only the
course of the war in Mesopotamia but also the course of
events wherever the Great War was being waged. In order
to see the campaign m Mesopotamia in its proper perspective
in relation to Imperial efforts elsewhere, it is necessary to
consider in outline the essentials of the general political
situation in the Middle East.
In India, the Viceroy—in constant anxiety about internal
security—was looking for any military success which might
serve to heighten British prestige in Asiatic eyes, and to
"set-off" British failures in the West where recently we
had lost ground north of Ypres, and in Turkey, where the
Dardanelles venture had definitely and obviously failed. In
Afghanis tan, a Turko-German Mission had reached Kabul,
and the resultant attitude of the Amir was as yet unknown.
In Egypt, too., there were apprehensions over the
Turkish preparations for a fresh offensive against the Suez
Canal, and over the internal situation; consequently, at
Headquarters in Cairo there was a natural desire to create
a favourable diversion against Turkey elsewhere, if possible.
In the Caucasus, meanwhile, the Eussians were very slowly
driving back the Turks and advancing on Erzerum, but, with
winter weather coming on, it was most improbable that they
could quickly achieve a decisive success.
The situation in the Constantinople area and on the
Caucasus front seemed, from the Turkish standpoint, suffi-
ciently well in hand to allow troops to be withdrawn from
those theatres of war and sent to reinforce the army in
Mesopotamia; and the General Staff at the War Office were

